Culmination Function of CBSE’s Master Trainers Traning
Program at Gyan Ganga International School
On 29th July 2016 Friday Gyan Ganga International School hosted the culmination
function for the three day’s long CBSE’s Master’s Trainers training program me
with the last day sessions on training the mentors for CBSE.
The teams of great scholars, learned trainers of CBSE were the dignitaries who
graced the occasion. This training program was inaugurated on July 27, 2016 in the
auditorium ‘Pravaha’ with the lighting of traditional Jyot ceremony and praising
Goddess Saraswati the power of knowledge and wisdom. Hon’ble Chairperson of
Gyan Ganga Group of Institution D.C. Jain, Director Dr. Nitin Jain, Venue
Director & School Principal Dr. Rajesh Kumar Chandel, Deputy Director CBSE
Ms. Arunima Mazumdar, Resource Persons Ms. Mrinmayee and Ms. Madhulika
Bhupatkar were present for this grant opening ceremony. These dignitaries
fortified the inauguration function as they were also the resources persons for the
same.
On the third and last day of this training program me the resource person
highlighted and threw light on the importance of gender sensitization its meaning,
concept and how the teacher should become a gender sensitive teacher. In the
second phase of the sessions the importance, procedure and methods of keeping
records and doing documentation were discussed. As CCE is that process in which
keeping records and maintaining documents is as important as nutritious food for
keeping one’s body healthy. The resource person explained the importance and
vitality of this topic and also emphasized on how to maintain records and do
documentation. CCE also emphasis on the round the session assessing and
evaluating a child on various spheres so it is a prime duty of the assessor and
evaluator to maintain the records and do documentation properly.
The third and last phase of the session was all about the perspective building on
life skills, assessing and most important inculcating these life skills in a child with
day to day learning’s of subject matter. Every school emphasize and highlights the
importance of maintaining good results and marking achievements of their students
by gaining good percentage, but if the child is not possessing good life skills,
values and ethics then the education is not worth. Keeping this thought the session

was totally dedicated to life skills, its importance, assessing and above all how to
inculcate in child these life skills. En numbers of activities based on life skill
values were performed by the delegates and were assessed by resource person.
Explanation of various tools and techniques that can be used in its assessment,
descriptors for assessing life skill in child and familiarization of the same were
done through handouts and the material that emphasized on the same. There were
number of individual and group activities which were conducted to make each one
of the participants understand the concept more clearly and minutely.
At the end of the third day training program me there was session marked as the
session in which all the delegates from various CBSE schools were asked to
showcase their lesson plans which was given to them as a task. All the delegates
performed in the group and presented their lesson plans through activities, PPT’s
and even stage presentations. This session was very eye-catching one as new ideas,
thoughts; creative ways came up through these delegates. The three day’s long
CBSE’s Masters Trainer training program was summed up in very positive and
fruitful manner. Feedbacks were taken from each one who attended the program
me and were assured by the resource person to get their difficulties solved if they
have any in future also.
The culmination function of this program me was graced by the Executive Director
Dr. Nitin Jain, Venue Director & School Principal Dr. Rajesh Kumar Chandel,
Deputy Director CBSE Ms. Arunima Mazumdar, resource persons and all the 85
delegates from 10 different states of India. The Executive Director Dr. Nitin Jain
expressed his heartfelt thanks and appreciated this initiative taken by Venue
Director & School Principal Dr. Rajesh Kumar Chandel and JSSC in association
with CoE Pune, in organizing such a wonderful training program me and bringing
the entire teachers fraternity together on one single platform and sough ting out the
problems, myths and showing and guiding the mentors to the right path. He also
expressed his gratitude towards the resource persons who guided these mentors as
a lighthouse in darkness.
He also felicitated all the dignitaries and delegates by presenting mementoes’ and
certificate as a token of love and mark of remembrance.

